Sexual reproduction is associated with the evolution of anisogamy and sperm-producing males and egg-laying females. The ensuing competition for mates has led to sexual selection and coevolution of the sexes. Mathematical models are extensively used to test the plausibility of different complicated scenarios for the evolution of sexual traits. Unfortunately, the diversity of models is now itself equally bewildering. Here we clarify some of the current debate by reviewing evolutionary explanations for the relationship between anisogamy, potential reproductive rates, parental care, sex roles, and mate choice. We review the benefits females might gain by mating with certain males rather than others. We also consider other forms of selection that can make females mate nonrandomly. One way empiricists can contribute to resolving theoretical disputes is to quantify the cost of expressing mating biases in the appropriate life-history currency.
Unifying and Testing Models of Sexual Selection

INTRODUCTION
Sexual selection occurs when individuals compete for access to gametes of the opposite sex (Andersson 1994) . The kinds of traits it generates are so flamboyant and even devious that sexual selection, despite a component of natural selection, is often elevated to the status of the so-called other force shaping the evolution of organisms. Sexual selection is the result of interactions between individuals of the same sex, opposite sexes, or both. Males usually produce enough sperm over their lifetime to inseminate many females. Their reproductive success depends primarily on how many females they mate with, the fecundity of these females, and the proportion of each female's eggs they fertilize. Males are therefore under strong sexual selection to improve all three aspects of reproductive success. In addition to the number of available gametes, the payoff of mating can also vary depending on qualitative differences among gametes. Mate choice is additionally under natural selection: It can increase access to material resources required for reproduction (e.g., nesting sites) or other aspects of fitness (although this too can be considered sexual selection, e.g., if the mate phenotype determines access to these resources). Given this complexity, verbal arguments about how sexual selection influences both sexes can be convoluted and are certainly insufficient.
Mathematical modeling has played a major role in the development of the field. It clarifies verbal arguments, exposes hidden assumptions, and tests whether the stated outcomes actually emerge from the starting premises. Unfortunately, this has led to a proliferation of superficially identical models, making it difficult to see the forest for the trees. Claims and counterclaims about whether specific processes can occur (e.g., compare Kirkpatrick 1986 and Grafen 1990a) have caused some biologists to argue that theoretical models make inconsistent and often transitory claims about what is possible in the real world (Eberhard 2005) . In reality, if models reach different conclusions, they must be making different assumptions. Differences should therefore be considered illuminating. It is the empiricist's task to test assumptions directly or to argue whether they are biologically plausible. The view that modelers are divorced from reality is strengthened when theoretical models are used to make blanket statements. For example, Maynard Smith (1977) claimed that paternity cannot have an effect on paternal care because similar reductions of paternity would occur in future broods. Subsequent empirical studies tend to find, however, that care increases with a greater share of paternity (Sheldon 2002) , and more recent models have shown this to be the theoretical expectation when paternity varies between broods .
The sexual-selection literature is enormous, covering a gamut of specialized topics (e.g., fighting assessment, signaling, sperm competition, intragenomic conflict, sex ratio skew, and differential allocation). Instead of attempting a comprehensive review of every available model, we begin with the foundations of sexual selection (anisogamy and parental roles) and then focus on the single most-debated effect of sexual selection: the evolution of mate choice for elaborate traits. We hope to show that the field could benefit from conceptual unification of several key areas that have developed in partial isolation.
Potential reproductive rate (PRR): the highest possible reproduction rate for an individual given the constraints of speed of gamete production and parental care and assuming unlimited access to opposite-sex mates
SEXUAL SELECTION AND SEX ROLES: IS YOUR TEXTBOOK RIGHT?
Sex and the fusion of gametes are prerequisites for sexual selection. The evolution of sexual reproduction per se is beyond the scope of our review, but it is interesting to note that sexual selection might help maintain sexual reproduction (Agrawal 2001 , Siller 2001 ). Once there is sexual reproduction with two different mating types, distinct reproductive strategies can evolve. Typically one type provides offspring with fewer material benefits. The simplest case of unequal investment is a difference in gamete size (anisogamy). The sex-producing smaller gametes is, by definition, the male. This is why seahorses that become pregnant after insemination are still referred to as males: They produced the smaller gametes (Berglund & Rosenqvist 2003) .
Although anisogamy is sometimes argued to have evolved to ensure uniparental inheritance of cytoplasmic elements (Randerson & Hurst 2001) , its evolution is more-widely attributed to disruptive selection. Two main assumptions are required: (a) Smaller gametes can be produced in larger numbers, and (b) larger zygotes with more resources survive better (Parker et al. 1972) . Intermediate-sized gametes fall in between these two advantages, and, assuming suitable survival functions, disruptive selection arises when it is best to produce either small searcher or large resourceprovider gametes (Bulmer & Parker 2002) . In many species, this leads to individuals that are exclusively male or female and specialize on producing a single gamete type, although limited mate availability can also select for simultaneous hermaphrodites (Puurtinen & Kaitala 2002) .
Even if the total biomass of gametes produced by each sex is equal, anisogamy implies that abundant sperm compete for far less numerous eggs. This competition creates a race among males to ensure their sperm locate eggs and fertilize them before those of rivals: Sexual selection is born. In external fertilizers, it selects for mechanisms to optimize the timing and quantity of sperm released (Levitan 2004) and for improved sperm efficiency in locating and entering eggs. If males are mobile, it selects for improvements in their ability to track down females; if females are mobile, it selects for males that increase the ease with which females locate them and the likelihood that they mate with them. When mating encounters allow sperm from several males to have the potential to fertilize eggs-multiple mating in internal fertilizers ( Jennions & Petrie 2000) or simultaneous sperm release by adjacent males in external fertilizers (Byrne et al. 2003 )-selection favors traits of males or their sperm that increase the prospects of fertilizing more eggs than their rivals (Simmons 2001) . All these traits evolve through sexual selection initiated by anisogamy.
The relative size difference between sperm and eggs is large, but, in absolute terms, the difference in gamete-production costs can be trivial compared with those of other reproductive activities, such as lactation by female mammals or intense calling by male frogs. Still, there are good reasons to believe that anisogamy fundamentally influences sexual dimorphism in these traits. The standard textbook explanation for why females care for offspring and males seek out additional mates runs as follows. Anisogamy allows males to invest initially less per reproductive event. They therefore have a higher potential reproductive rate (PRR); hence they gain more than (Clutton-Brock & Parker 1992 , Emlen & Oring 1977 , Maynard Smith 1977 , Trivers 1972 , Williams 1966 . The result is a male-biased operational sex ratio (OSR), which forces males to compete even more intensely for mates and allows females to divert investment from sexual competition into providing more care for their offspring. It also permits females to be choosy, as they constantly encounter eager males. Subsequent models have refined this general theme, for example, by pointing out that choosiness is not a perfect mirror image of competition for mates, as choosiness depends on variation in the quality of potential mates (Johnstone et al. 1996 , Owens & Thompson 1994 . Queller (1997) , in a paper largely ignored at the time, questioned the logic of the standard explanation for asymmetries in parental care. His insight was that it is inconsistent to claim that the higher PRR of males allows them to gain more than females from searching for additional mates. The PRR is only a potential rate. In a population with a male-biased OSR, few males ever achieve anything near their potential. More generally, each offspring in diploid species has one father and one mother (Fisher 1930) . This so-called Fisher condition (sensu guarantees that the number of offspring produced by males cannot exceed that produced by females. Anisogamy may lead to an asymmetry in PRR, but this cannot explain why females provide more care than males (see also Kokko & Jennions 2003) . Queller (1997) pointed out two ways to escape this dilemma. First, multiple mating and sperm competition create uncertainty about paternity for males, diminishing the expected fitness gain of caring for young. In females, uncertainty about maternity only occurs in rare circumstances such as egg dumping (Tallamy 2005) . Second, a subset of males may be consistently more likely to mate than others if their traits are favored by sexual selection. Under a male-biased OSR with some males consistently more successful than others, the future reproductive rate of a breeding male is higher than that of the average male. Because average male reproductive rates equal average female reproductive rates, a successful male reproduces faster than the average breeding female. If success is nonrandom, the costs of caring owing to lost mating opportunities are therefore higher for males than for females. Interestingly, all these points have been made by those using PRR to predict the direction of sexual selection (e.g., Parker & Simmons 1996) . However, before Queller (1997) , they were never fully integrated with the evolution of parental care. (A final possibility is that the adult sex ratio is female-biased so that males must have a higher mating rate. To be a distinct explanation, however, this bias cannot be a result of sexual selection.)
In summary, anisogamy does not lead to different male-female parental roles because differential investment per gamete creates a sexual asymmetry in potential mating rates. The causal route is instead that anisogamy generates reproductive competition among males. The resultant sexual selection, including that owing to sperm competition, leads to uncertainty of paternity as well as predictable differences in reproductive rates between females and a subset of reproductively successful males.
These two factors make it more likely that males will pursue additional mating opportunities rather than invest in their current offspring.
Interestingly, Queller's insights coincided with growing recognition that models should be self-consistent. It is trivially true that models must be internally consistent (the books must balance; for example, the Fisher condition must hold so that every offspring has the correct number of parents), but there is also a growing trend to ensure that models of specific phenomena are also consistent with the wider system in which they are embedded . The way to ensure this is to avoid fixing parameters and instead let them emerge from the model. For example, recent models of caring do not fix the value of carer-offspring relatedness or caring payoffs. Instead these values change as a result of the population-level pattern of desertion, mortality, and migration (e.g., Härdling et al. 2003 , Webb et al. 1999 . Problems with consistency are nevertheless often overlooked, as illustrated by some recent models purporting to fix the problem (Wade & Shuster 2002 ) that in fact do not .
WHO CHOOSES AND WHO COMPETES?
Isogamous species tend to be unicellular; only multicellular species are anisogamous (Randerson & Hurst 2001) . This makes testing whether the evolution of anisogamy promotes divergent sex roles empirically intractable: It is difficult to envisage how sex roles could develop or be measured in unicellular species independently of gamete size. Fortunately, anisogamy does not always produce classical sex roles. Competing for mates and being choosy are not mutually exclusive alternatives, and several species of birds, fish, frogs, and insects show either permanent or context-dependent sex-role reversal. Studies of these species provide an empirical testing ground to clarify what factors other than anisogamy drive sexual differences in choosiness, competitiveness, and mate-searching behavior (e.g., Barlow 2005 , Simmons & Kvarnemo 2006 .
Prior to Queller (1997) , models simply assumed that the effect of relative parental investment on the PRR and OSR would predict which sex competed for mates (Clutton-Brock & Parker 1992 , Parker & Simmons 1996 and, by extension, that the other sex was choosy. The insight that factors such as variance in mate quality also influence these predictions ( Johnstone et al. 1996 , Owens & Thompson 1994 , as well as the requirement of self-consistency, has prompted new research into sex-role reversal and choosiness by both sexes (Kokko & Johnstone 2002 , Kokko & Monaghan 2001 . These models refrain from assuming that a higher male PRR and male-biased OSR equate to greater competition among males. Instead, these models employ a life-history approach to calculate the sex-specific fitness consequences of varying the investment into competition and/or choosiness.
The predictions are similar to those of earlier models, but there are subtle differences. The most important is that the cost of breeding can be seen as a morefundamental factor than either the OSR or PRR in determining which sex competes more intensely for mates (Kokko & Monaghan 2001) . This is best illustrated by the finding that the OSR at which the intensity of competition is greater in males than females need not be unity. Despite a female-biased OSR, males may still compete more intensely for mates if breeding is costlier for females (Kokko & Monaghan 2001, equation 4) . Even so, the familiar relationships between the OSR, PRR, and competition for mates are often still present. The cost of breeding increases if there is a greater rate of adult mortality while breeding and/or if it takes longer to breed, and the OSR is influenced by the effect of breeding on adult mortality and the PRR by the time taken to re-enter the pool of potential mates. Therefore, a relatively higher breeding cost for females, unless balanced by greater nonbreeding male mortality, is associated with a male-biased OSR and higher male PRR. The statement that the costs of breeding are pivotal in determining which sex competes does not preclude other factors as better predictors in specific cases. If, for example, the adult sex ratio is female-biased for reasons unrelated to breeding costs, then females might still compete for males even if breeding was costlier for them.
The value of these more-recent models depends on perspective. On one hand, they make fewer implicit assumptions, thus providing a more-integrated picture of how sex roles, choosiness, and parental investment coevolve. Investigating additional components also increases predictive power, such as predicting the switch point in species that show conditional sex-role reversal (e.g., Forsgren et al. 2004 , Simmons & Kvarnemo 2006 . On the the other hand, if everything interacts with everything, it is difficult to make general predictions that are amenable to empirical tests because so many parameters have to be measured. But that is life.
There is always a tension between general heuristic models and specific models of particular systems. A clear trend exists in sexual-selection modeling toward more-inclusive models that consider future mating prospects in a self-consistent way and include feedback between choice (by both sexes), parental care, and mating effort . Instead of fixing parameters, these models allow interactions between individuals to generate parameters (sex ratio, availability of mates) that can change over time (e.g., Alonzo & Warner 2000) . Often these models are more complex than their predecessors, but there is a good reason. have argued that earlier models sometimes oversimplified to the point of being misleading. Empiricists need to recognize that modeling, similar to empirical data collection, progresses. Conclusions are made on the basis of the information and techniques available at the time. The influential models of Maynard Smith (1977) alerted us all to conflicts inherent in parental care, even if they do not satisfy current standards of consistency . Lande (1981) offered a breakthrough genetic model of the potential for runaway selection of male ornaments. In so doing he fleshed out an idea briefly sketched by Fisher (1930) a half-century earlier. Another quarter-century of subsequent modeling has led to a bewildering variety of evolutionary scenarios of how and when mate choice will evolve. There are still unresolved disputes as to the number of distinct processes involved in mate-choice evolution and their relative importance.
UNIFICATION OF MODELS OF THE EVOLUTION OF MATE CHOICE
Mate choice is the outcome of the inherent propensity of an individual to mate more readily with certain phenotypes of the opposite sex (i.e., mating preference or bias) and the extent to which an individual engages in mate sampling before deciding to mate (i.e., choosiness). Here we pool these two aspects of choice, simply noting that preferences might be cost-free, whereas choosiness is less likely to be so.
The evolutionary trajectory of mate choice, similar to that of any other trait, depends on genetic variation in and the strength of direct selection on choice, and indirect selection that relies on genetically correlated traits. The strength of selection is proportional to the covariance between fitness and a trait. Fuller et al. (2005) recently provided a simplified multivariate, quantitative genetic framework to discuss the various evolutionary forces acting on mate choice, and we follow their approach here. In a few cases we have made relationships more explicit (e.g., in the absence of indirect selection and mutation, two forces of direct selection on a trait must be opposite and equal at equilibrium). Pomiankowski & Iwasa (2001) provide a morerigorous mathematical review of these models.
The change in the mean values of a set of traits after a generation of selection ( z) can be expressed as
Here G is the matrix of genetic variances in and covariances among a set of traits (reviewed in Steppan et al. 2002) . The vector of selection gradients, β, describes the intensity of direct selection on each trait, whereas u describes the extent to which each trait's mean values change owing to mutation (Lande 1979 , Lande & Arnold 1983 . Theory suggests, and empirical evidence shows, that mutations contribute more to the genetic variance of some traits than others. This is partly a result of the number of genes influencing a trait and the timing of their expression , Rifkin et al. 2005 . This should alert us to the fact that u and G are not independent. Phenotypic change in traits (e.g., age when expressed) and their underlying genetic basis (e.g., the number of genes that influence their expression) also mean that neither u nor G is necessarily constant (Steppan et al. 2002) . Equation 1 can be used to review the evolution of three traits: a male sexual display (d ), a female mating preference ( p), and residual fitness or viability (v). The term v is difficult to quantify empirically: It is the naturally selected fitness left over after variation in fecundity solely attributable to mate quality or number excluded. It cannot be measured, unless assumptions are made about the function relating investment in d to v: By how much is v reduced as d increases? The implicit assumption that the value of v is independent of the sex in which the relevant genes are expressed is also likely to be invalid in many cases (Fedorka & Mousseau 2004) . Fuller et al. (2005) decompose β into sexual selection (β S ) and natural selection (β N ). By Fuller et al.'s definition (which we follow here), sexual selection covers any selection that arises as a result of variation in the number and/or quality of mates. 
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We can now discuss the various scenarios for the evolution of a mating preference, p, in terms of different selective forces and how these are influenced by additive genetic variance (V ) in each trait and genetic covariances (C ) between traits.
Direct Selection: The Believable Trinity of Sensory Bias, Direct Benefits, and Sexual Conflict
The least-controversial forms of selection on mate choice occur when there is direct selection (where β Np or β Sp = 0) and additive genetic variation in choice (V p > 0). When choice is favored by direct natural selection (β Np > 0), the resultant preference is not an adaptation to ensure chosen males confer benefits; rather it is an incidental effect of selection in another context. Ignoring mutation, at equilibrium the preference is under natural selection (β Np = 0), and there is no sexual selection on it. In contrast, the display trait evolves (if V d > 0) until there is an equilibrium between sexual and natural selection on it (β Sd = -β Nd ). Sexual-selection theory refers to this process as sensory bias or sensory exploitation (Endler & Basolo 1998 Head et al. 2005 ). 2. Selection experiments in which females are either randomly assigned mates or allowed to choose (given β Np = 0 and β Sp ≡ 0, there should be no decline in the preference as there are no sexually selected costs to random mating). Again, available studies generally suggest |β Sp | > 0 (see Hosken & Tregenza 2005) . 3. Artificial selection for a female trait that might influence mate choice (e.g., Endler et al. 2001) . Because strong selection on almost any trait is likely to influence mating patterns, and hence mate choice (Wiley & Poston 1996) , the value of this approach depends critically on whether experiments mimic a plausible force of natural selection and help to understand the proximate basis of mating preferences.
Another uncontroversial way in which a mating preference can evolve is through direct sexual selection on choice (β Sp > 0, V p > 0). In standard terminology, this is defined as natural selection for direct benefits (e.g., Hoelzer 1989, Price et al. The mating preference similarly evolves under sexual selection, until the benefit of stronger preferences is countered by their costs owing to, for example, the energetics of mate searching (β Sp = -β Np ). In some cases, however, one can also imagine a preference that has no naturally selected cost (β Np = 0) initially evolving because β Sp > 0, until β Sp = 0 because the benefit originally signaled by d is eventually exactly countered by a fitness cost that d itself imposes on females (e.g., long-tailed males provide less parental care) (Price et al. 1993 ; see also Kokko 1998 b) . Sexual-conflict theory is all about the diverse range of direct costs that a male can impose on females while attempting to increase his own fitness (Arnqvist & Rowe 2005) . Let us consider a situation where mate choice has already evolved: Females prefer males with larger d. How do direct costs influence the subsequent evolution of the mating preference? There could be sexual selection to diminish preferences if attractive males impose greater direct costs on females than less-attractive males (β Sp < 0). There has long been circumstantial evidence for such costs in birds where females contribute relatively more to parent care if their mate is attractive (Møller & Jennions 2001) . Recent experimental studies report that females assigned attractive males (Head et al. 2005) or males with phenotypes correlated with attractiveness (Friberg & Arnqvist 2003 , Pitnick & García-González 2002 can have decreased lifetime offspring production. This begs a question: If some males impose direct costs, why prefer them? Logically, one seeks out other forces counteracting the preference reduction. One possibility is that females gain genetic benefits for their offspring, which offset the direct costs these harmful males impose (Hosken & Tregenza 2005 , Kokko 2005 . But what about compensatory direct benefits?
One major area of sexual conflict is regarding mating rates (Arnqvist & Rowe 2005) . The optimal number of matings is almost certainly lower for a female than for a male (Arnqvist & Nilsson 2000) . This can create sexual selection to elevate mating preferences (β Sp > 0) to reduce the number of times females mate (Gavrilets et al. 2001 ; for an updated view, see Rowe et al. 2005) . Such cost minimization results in some males mating more often than others, owing to female traits. This is, by definition, a form of mate choice (Wiley & Poston 1996) involving a mating preference/resistance that selects for attractive, seductive, or persistent males (Holland & Rice 1998) . If stronger mating preferences help reduce the direct cost of excessive mating, they can in principle counter the selection on females to avoid mating with males with larger values of d that impose greater direct costs per mating. Although not explicitly modeled, the difference between the cost of rejecting and accepting a male could increase with d. This would make it cheaper to mate with preferred males (larger d ) than to reject them. (Obviously some males must be cheaper to reject than accept, otherwise females would accept all males.)
There could also be selection to mate less readily under certain conditions, e.g., when predators are common so that the benefit of choosiness is a reduced mating (Kokko 2005) .] Under sexual conflict, the equilibrium situation is still one where sexual selection to increase p is countered by natural selection (β Sp = -β Np ). Natural selection to reduce p arises, for example, if overly resistant females take longer to acquire a mate and therefore breed at suboptimal times (e.g., Backwell & Passmore 1996) . In sum, in the above three scenarios, there is no net-directional selection on p at equilibrium. This reflects opposing sexual and natural selection in sexual conflict and direct benefit models. Although sexual conflict has recently been elevated in status as an explanation for mate choice, the only real distinction between it and direct benefit models is that the main reason not to reduce p is the cost of an increased mating rate. Sexual-conflict models may be seen as distinctive because they alone involve male-imposed costs. However, given direct benefits to matings with certain males, one could, without torturing the language, equally well state that p is maintained through the cost of mating with males with smaller displays that provide fewer benefits. The sensory bias scenario differs from the other two, however, because there is stabilizing natural selection on p at equilibrium.
Indirect Selection: The Devil Is in the Details
In the section above, aside from noting that traits only evolve if V > 0, we studiously ignored the G-matrix and mutations. In effect, we prevented a genetic covariance between traits developing. Is this realistic? Can the effect of mutations be ignored? Most importantly, if genetic correlations between traits evolve, do equilibrium states stay the same? The answers are no, no, and no.
Given additive genetic variation (V p > 0, V d > 0), genes for a display and those for a preference associate more often than expected because choosy females mate more often with males with better displays. This gametic phase disequilibrium results in a positive genetic covariance (C dp > 0) between d and p (Lande 1981) . Whenever p > 0, as a result of drift or sensory bias (Payne & Pagel 2000) , mate choice results in direct sexual selection on display d (β Sd > 0) and indirect selection on preferences p because C dp > 0. As p increases, so does β Sd ; a positive feedback loop is established, driving an increase in p. Lande (1981) formally showed that rapidly increasing values of p and d evolve if C dp > V d , but if C dp < V d , d only evolves to match p.
Indirect selection on p is often referred to as the Fisher process and the rapid coevolution of exaggerated display and choice as the Fisherian runaway (Andersson 1994) . This is in recognition of Fisher (1930) who first outlined this process in a verbal model to account for Darwin's claim that female aesthetic sensibilities drive the evolution of male courtship traits. In the absence of any naturally selected cost of p (β Np ≡ 0), a line of equilibrium emerges: For any given level of p, there is a matching Lek paradox: the problem of maintaining sufficient genetic variation in a trait subject to directional natural and sexual selection to sustain costly nonrandom mating expression of d; β Sp ≡ 0 because all males are of equal fitness. The sexually selected benefit of a larger display is perfectly balanced by natural selection owing to the mortality cost it imposes (β Sd = -β Nd ). Females gain nothing by producing moreattractive sons with higher mating success, as these sons have lower survivorship. We discuss this further below to consider what happens when preferences are costly (β Np = 0). Mate-choice models are most controversial when we consider the third trait of residual fitness, or viability (v) , that covaries positively with male display (C dv > 0). Phenotypic viability (measured by proxies such as lifespan, immunocompetence, or physiological condition) may still not be positively correlated with sexual display (Grafen 1990a , Hunt et al. 2004b , Kokko 2001 , Tomkins et al. 2004 . Depending on the life-history schedule and effect of display on mating success (Kokko 1998 a) , males with the highest residual viability may invest disproportionately in display and end up in the worst condition with the lowest survivorship (e.g., Hunt et al. 2004a ). Lifehistory schedules also determine whether display increases with age (Kokko 1998a , Proulx et al. 2002 .
The most-likely cause of a positive relationship, C dv > 0, is condition-dependent expression of sexual displays (Tomkins et al. 2004 , Zahavi 1977 . Numerous studies have shown that sexual display is sensitive to male condition (Bonduriansky & Rowe 2005 , but see also Cotton et al. 2004) . Condition refers to a male's state prior to development of the display and is therefore equivalent to residual fitness. Fuller et al. (2005) suggested that V d can be zero. One can indeed imagine a scenario where the gene for d simply codes for condition-determined expression. Quantitative genetics has, however, its basis in partitioning phenotypic variation among genetic and environmental sources. Genes for condition that covary with the expression of d are thus synonymous with additive genetic variation in d. If condition is heritable, a father-son regression will show that their display sizes covary, which, excluding effects of a shared environment, is generally interpreted as V d > 0. Although not widely discussed, if condition-dependent display and viability have a near-identical genetic basis (pleiotropy), they could be considered as one trait [although whether genotype by environment interactions strongly affects allocation decisions about investment in d is still undetermined (Greenfield & Rodriguez 2004) ]. How d can honestly signal v to females is, of course, a separate question (Getty 2006) . So too is the question of what maintains additive genetic variation in v (V v ), i.e., lek paradox (Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991 , Rowe & Houle 1996 . We return to the role of mutations u below.
Given positive V d , V p , C dp , and C dv , there is also a genetic correlation between p and v (C pv > 0). Natural selection on viability (β Nv > 0) therefore generates additional indirect selection on mate choice: Choosy females produce fitter offspring and not just more-attractive sons. This is commonly referred to as the good-gene, viabilityindicator, or handicap model of sexual selection. It was first verbally modeled by Zahavi (1975 Zahavi ( , 1977 . After some initial failures, this process has been successfully modeled many times (e.g., Grafen 1990a , Iwasa & Pomiankowski 1999 , Pomiankowski 1987b 
Indirect Selection: The Difficult Second Album
The role of indirect selection in the evolution of mate choice has sparked considerable debate. First, many questioned whether certain processes could work in principle (e.g., compare Kirkpatrick (1986) with Grafen (1990b) debating Zahavi's (1975) handicap ideas). Usually differences arose because models made different structural assumptions, for example, about the relationship between the expression of genes for v and d (see Eshel et al. 2000 Eshel et al. , 2002 , or violated assumptions implicit in other models, for example, the assumption that V v remains positive. In other cases, minor modifications to the original models were required. For example, early models of the Fisher process concluded that costly preferences cannot be maintained (e.g., Kirkpatrick 1985) , but subsequent work showed this no longer applies if there is biased mutation on a complex male display . Mutations u can therefore make a qualitative difference, even in (by far the most-common type of ) models that ignore their effect on the G-matrix and therefore do not directly help answer the question of how V > 0 can be maintained. Second, many question the importance of indirect selection as a major force. Indirect benefits of mate choice are probably small. A chain of events are required for choosy females to obtain genetic benefits (Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997) , so the rewards are minimal if even one process does not work as required. For example, erosion of additive genetic variation in fitness (lower V v ), inaccurate choice (lower C dp ), unreliable signals of viability (lower C dv ), and weaker sexual selection on male display (lower β Sd ) all reduce the benefits of choosiness. The key empirical question, therefore, becomes, how strong is direct selection on choosiness? If it is weak, then small, indirect genetic benefits may still suffice to maintain preferences that, by virtue of being cheap to express, have significant consequences on trait evolution in the opposite sex. Unfortunately, the costs of choosiness are largely unknown (Houle & Kondrashov 2002) , although some researchers have recently attempted to compare the relative strength of direct costs and indirect benefits (Arnqvist & Kirkpatrick 2005) , as well as to quantify precisely mate-sampling costs (Byers et al. 2005) .
Third, confusion exists about whether different processes should or can be distinguished. Specifically, there is a long history of trying to dichotomize traits into those that evolve or are maintained solely through Fisherian or good-genes processes. This has led to a quixotic attempt to empirically test these as alternatives, generating controversy where none exists. In the section below, we outline why we believe there is a unitary process that can be accommodated in a single set of models. This view is neither new nor ours alone. To quote Pomiankowski & Iwasa (2001) , "[t]he two hypotheses are really extremes on a continuum. . . . In the real world, male traits involved in mate choice simply do not fall into two types, Fisher and handicap traits" (p. 216).
A UNITARY MODEL OF INDIRECT BENEFITS
We have recently been involved in debating whether processes for the evolution of mate choice that rely on benefits from producing attractive sons are fundamentally ANRV292-ES37-03 ARI 14 July 2006 16:54 different from those of producing more-viable offspring (Cameron et al. 2003 , Eshel et al. 2000 , Fuller et al. 2005 . We first outline the arguments others offer for such a division before presenting the case for a unified view. As a modeling exercise, one can certainly eliminate certain indirect benefits to clarify an argument, in the same way as a researcher controls for confounding factors known to influence the outcome of an experiment. On the basis of such work, we know, for example, that the handicap process works even if choosy females do not produce sons with higher mating success (Grafen 1990a,b) . It is surprisingly difficult to find an unambiguous definition of the Fisher process in the literature. One criterion is that choosy females produce more-attractive sons owing to linkage disequilibrium (C dp ) (e.g., Fuller et al. 2005 , Mead & Arnold 2004 ). Some authors focus on self-reinforcing selection on p and d (e.g., Heisler et al. 1987 , Takahashi 1997 or, more narrowly, on the possibility of open-ended runaway (Fisher's runaway process sensu Pomiankowski 1995 and Day 2000) . Others provide a definition where the only forces on male display are natural selection for reduction and female choice for exaggeration (e.g., van Doorn et al. 2004; implicit in Shuster & Wade 2003, p. 185) . All these features arise in a classical Fisherian model such as Lande (1981) , but which are essential?
Linkage disequilibrium, self-reinforcement, and runaway cannot all define the Fisher process as they do not always co-occur. Linkage disequilibrium, per se, does not always predict self-reinforcing selection as the male trait does not evolve if p is below a critical threshold value (Pomiankowski 1988 ) and runaway only occurs if C dp > V d (Lande 1981) . What of the requirement that there is only natural selection against and sexual selection for the male display? Reading Fisher's (1930) original contribution provides some insight. He allowed a positive correlation between a male trait and viability to initiate the spread of the female preference, although the relationship eventually turned negative during the coevolutionary process. Following Fisher's lead (see also Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991) , here we define the Fisher process as simply referring to cases where female preferences experience indirect selection caused by offspring inheriting their father's attractiveness (the so-called sexy sons). There is no reference to any correlation between male display and other fitness traits, although models that address the Fisher process on its own usually analyze cases where male display reduces survival (Lande 1981) . There is also no statement about whether choice is costly. Weatherhead & Robertson (1979) originally used the term sexy son in a context of costly choice, but the term is now more widely applied. Cameron et al. (2003) argue that we must formally distinguish Fisherian and good-genes processes because a costly female preference can never be maintained solely by the indirect benefit of producing sexy sons (see also Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991 , Pomiankowski 1987a . Their model shows that equilibrium is only reached when female choice and male display are at their naturally selected optima. Thus the Fisher process is unstable and will not be seen in nature. As Pomiankowski et al. (1991) first noted, however, p and d lie above their naturally selected optimum at equilibrium if there is a negative mutational bias on the male trait. Cameron et al.'s (2003) insight is that in the absence of female choice, deleterious mutations push d below its naturally selected optimum. This implies that natural selection favors males Fisher-Zahavi process: coevolution of female preferences and male displays influenced by the fact that females mating with preferred fathers produce sexy sons with larger ornaments. As attractive males are more viable at this stage, their evolution cannot be considered a Fisher process, but it is rather a version of good genes. Our interpretation differs for the following reason: One must distinguish between a process and a model that exemplifies its evolution. Of necessity, every model makes various assumptions that typically make it one of many possible examples of how a process might run. Relaxing model assumptions one by one is why we usually find many published models addressing the same topic. Cameron et al. (2003) make two important assumptions: (a) The male display d can take on any value, positive or negative, and (b) mutation pressure is constant and negative for all values of d. What happens if we change these assumptions and consider a male trait that can only have non-negative values (e.g., crest height) with a naturally selected optimum at d = 0 (absence of crest)? This simple assumption yields a model with an equilibrium where female choice is costly and the male trait is subject to a destructive mutational bias (i.e., mutations tend to interfere negatively with the development of a complex ornament). However, in the absence of female choice, the net mutation bias is necessarily positive: Traces of an ornament that is not selected for can be created by mutation, thus d > 0 (see Supplemental Appendix; follow the Supplemental Material link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.annualreviews.org).
This example is neither more nor less general than that of Cameron et al. (2003) . Our model differs because it considers a case where natural selection only ever favors smaller traits, and consequently natural and sexual selection on d are never in the same direction. If the Fisher process cannot lead to trait exaggeration unless elements of good genes are added, this example of a stable costly preference at equilibrium should be impossible.
The issue reduces to one of definitions. Many models investigate the Fisher process when there is mutational input or display is positively correlated with viability-related fitness (e.g., Eshel et al. 2000 . Cameron et al. (2003) appear to limit the definition of a Fisher process to a purer context where these factors are excluded. It is illustrative to compare the implicit definition of Cameron et al. (2003) with that of Shuster & Wade (2003, pp. 182-85) . Both envisage a female preference for a trait that is originally related to viability but no longer is after preference evolution. The interpretations are exact opposites of each other: Shuster and Wade use the same example to reject the idea of good genes in favor of Fisher. Definitions cannot be imposed, but we recommend the general usage and consider a model to incorporate the Fisher process if it helps to delimit the conditions under which the production of sexy sons influences female-choice evolution (Parker 2006) . The term Fisher-Zahavi process appears appropriate when additionally emphasizing the possibility that male displays covary with viability-related traits (see Eshel et al. 2000) .
At equilibrium, there is always a choice among males who offer different indirect and/or direct benefits. The net effect of mating with a male can be quantified as the sum of offspring reproductive values, including attractiveness of male offspring , McNamara et al. 2003 . This argument has been incorrectly criticized for ignoring C dp (Fuller et al. 2005) ; if this critique were true, the method could not conceivably produce cases where females prefer less-viable males yet preferences ANRV292-ES37-03 ARI 14 July 2006 16:54 still spread . Reproductive-value calculations include C dp implicitly, as choosy females are more likely to mate with a certain subset of males in each generation. Reproductive value also depends on the environment. Small changes in environmental conditions can lead to different phenotypic relationships between major fitness traits, such as display and longevity, without any change in the underlying genetic architecture . This is because male attractiveness is often subject to life-history trade-offs (Grafen 1990b , Kokko 2001 , and males can adaptively adjust their current investment in attractiveness in response to environmental challenges (Badyaev & Qvarnström 2002 , Candolin 2000 , Hunt et al. 2004a ). It might be impossible to distinguish empirically between a pure Fisher process and cases where display and residual fitness v are genetically correlated. A partial solution is to look only at the viability of daughters, but this assumes that the fitness effects of genes are not sex-dependent, although recent work suggests otherwise (Chippindale et al. 2001 , Fedorka & Mousseau 2004 . This is one purely pragmatic reason why the Fisher process (a benefit of producing sexy sons, usually because C dp > 0) and the effects of a correlation between male display and other fitness-related traits (C dv > 0) are best seen as part of a continuum of outcomes of a unitary evolutionary process , Pomiankowski & Iwasa 2001 compare Brooks 2000 and Kokko 2001 ).
ON PHENOTYPIC AND QUANTITATIVE GENETIC MODELS
Sometimes the conclusions of different sexual-selection models seem related to the modeling technique used. Fuller et al. (2005) , Shuster & Wade (2003) and others have claimed that phenotypic models are inappropriate to model aspects of sexual selection that depend on genetic covariances. This is an unfortunate criticism: Methods that appear to have ignored a term may simply have let it emerge from the model, rather than giving it a fixed value. Phenotypic models preferentially emphasize that mate choice changes the types of offspring produced , McNamara et al. 2003 , instead of assuming a fixed C dp > 0.
Models can differ in the simplifying assumptions made, but they are, ultimately, special cases of the same mathematical framework (Hammerstein 1996 , Page & Nowak 2002 , Waxman & Gavrilets 2005 . The same assumptions (e.g., biased mutation) are expressed in different ways depending on the modeling technique. The apparent effect of modeling techniques on conclusions only arises because researchers using different approaches tend to make different assumptions. All models are approximations. We know, for example, that the G-matrix must ultimately evolve in response to mutations u, but this is typically ignored in quantitative genetic models. Empiricists prefer to ignore u's immediate effect as well, as the G-matrix is easier to estimate assuming u = 0. This is convenient, but because u is important for long-term evolution , the outcome may feature a mismatch between short-and long-term evolutionary arguments (Pigliucci & Schlichting 1997) . We prefer the current plurality in modeling, as each modeling tool has some disadvantages, making it more difficult to capture some features of reality than others. Using one approach can lead only to the neglect of some real-world
IDEAS ON TESTING THESE IDEAS
The prediction that choosy females produce sexy sons is critical to all models of indirect selection on choice. If inheritance is genetic, C dp > 0, although genetic preferences for displays transmitted culturally from father to son can evolve in principle (Ihara et al. 2003 , McNamara et al. 2003 . Several empirical studies have used artificial selection on d to show that p evolves as a correlated response (e.g., Brooks & Couldridge 1999 , Wilkinson & Reillo 1994 , but results are difficult to interpret. C dp is maintained by nonrandom mating, so it should break down rapidly during artificial selection using forced random matings, yet correlated responses to selection may occur owing to sexual selection within selected lines in which mate choice can occur (Gray & Cade 1999) .
Within-generation estimates of C dp are valuable (e.g., Ritchie et al. 2005) . We suspect future estimates will show that at equilibrium C dp is small both in species where mate choice is strong and unconstrained and in species where females can rarely exercise their preferences freely. For example, the unanimity of choice in lekking birds means there is little phenotypic variation in choice, and thus little scope for current additive genetic variation. Similarly, the requirement of social monogamy in most passerines means that many females mate with an available male rather than the one they would prefer, so d and p (measured as observed choice) barely covary ). Blows' (1999) study of the evolution of C dp after experimental hybridization of Drosophila serrata and D. birchii illustrates our point. Hybridization disrupted the linkage disequilibrium underlying C dp , resulting in a relatively small correlation of 0.39 at generation 5. Choice built the correlation up to 1.02 at generation 37, but C dp then plunged to -0.04 by generation 56, possibly because much of the variation in choice and display present at and before generation 37 had been fixed by generation 56.
A conceptual issue emerges: Must we only consider the extant set of females when calculating C dp ? Let us assume all peahens prefer the peacock with the largest train; hence C dp = 0. There is no Fisher process evident, but C dp > 0 is reintroduced if a mutation causes a peahen to mate randomly. As her sons are unsuccessful, this mutant soon is eliminated. Should we not distinguish between cases where C dp = 0 because females show a near-unanimous preference for the sexiest males and a case where C dp = 0 because females mate randomly with respect to the value of d? This highlights the difficulty of arguing about long-term evolution using short-term measures of selection (Hammerstein 1996 , Pigliucci & Schlichting 1997 . Empirical progress clearly requires a combination of single-generation, multigeneration, and clever experimental approaches.
The most-fundamental tests of mate-choice models are whether (a) female choice maximizes the sum of direct and indirect benefits; (b) direct selection results in females choosing males that do not maximize their fitness when compared with other mates, but this behavior is still adaptive because the mechanism driving choice maximizes net-female fitness (e.g., by reducing the cost of excess mating); or (c) female choice is maladaptive . The extent to which b occurs may depend on how easily females can modify the effect of traits valuable in a nonmating context that might adversely influence mate choice (Houle & Kondrashov 2002) or whether females can make themselves unavailable to males by becoming sexually unreceptive . In turn, (c) is more likely if male-female coevolution is at a stage where the necessary mutations have not arisen for females to adjust their behavior to maximize their fitness, given the male types to which they are currently exposed. Empirical tests of these scenarios are daunting (Hunt et al. 2004b ). It is difficult to produce an all-inclusive measure of offspring fitness and merge it with parental-lifetime reproductive success, and even this is only a proxy for fitness (Brommer et al. 2004 ).
What We Tend to Forget to Measure
To summarize, all models agree that mate choice can evolve by a combination of direct and/or indirect benefits. In the latter case, the selection on female preferences is weak and easily overridden by the costs of choice. It is important to remember, however, that even small changes in female behavior (which cost little) can generate strong selection when a male's fitness depends primarily on his mating success (Alatalo et al. 1998 , Reynolds & Gross 1990 .
There is an important way to phrase this prediction that is rarely used in the literature: Preferences can exist despite substantial costs of expression if they yield large direct benefits, whereas preferences that evolve in the absence of direct benefits should be cheap to express (unless there is substantial genetic variation in overall fitness). Although we do not discuss the lek paradox extensively, new multivariate methods indicate it is far from resolved (see Blows & Hoffmann 2005) . In the case of a practically cost-free behavior that creates mating biases, the consequences for maletrait evolution can still be dramatic. Unfortunately, showing there are no measurable costs in the appropriate life-history currency is probably even more demanding than measuring indirect benefits. It may, however, still be possible to rank preferences in terms of their estimated costs and to test the prediction that costs are smaller where we presume only indirect benefits than in cases where direct benefits of choice have been firmly established. The challenge is there.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. The multitude of mathematical models in the field of sexual selection can appear confusing, but the diversity of models, similar to the diversity of experimental approaches, is necessary for healthy progress toward understanding which assumptions are crucial for an argument. There is a growing trend toward more-inclusive models that make fewer implicit assumptions and avoid inconsistencies generated by too many fixed parameters.
2. The importance of self-consistent modeling is highlighted by recent reassessment of the way parental sex roles follow from anisogamy. Earlier explanations based on PPRs are at odds with the fact that total reproduction by the male population cannot exceed that by the female population. Instead, parental roles can follow from anisogamy because it causes sperm competition and sexual selection, which feed back to the evolution of parental roles.
3. Mate-choice evolution can be influenced by direct and indirect benefits. These can all be merged into a simple, quantitative genetic framework, including cases in which superfluous mating is costly to females. Care should be taken, however, when arguing about long-term evolution using shortterm measures of selection.
4. The recent debate regarding the distinctness of the Fisher process from the good-genes hypothesis boils down to definitions. We suggest using the term Fisher-Zahavi process to help remember that indirect benefits can include both improved viability and greater attractiveness of offspring.
5. Detecting indirect benefits is often challenging as the lek paradox (in its univariate or multivariate form) predicts these to be small; however, costs of expressing preferences can be minute too. A central prediction emerges that requires future tests: Costs of preference expression should be small in cases of indirect benefits, whereas they can be larger if direct benefits are involved.
